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Abstract—Facial animation and artistic representation
are active research topics in the multimedia industry. This
paper addresses facial object with geometric feature to gen-
erate expressions using the artistic representation. Firstly,
we propose an animation method to transfer expressions
from a source face to a target face automatically, which is
effective when only a single face with neutral expression
is available as the novel target. Then, we provide a facial
artistic representation framework and exhibit its producing
results by facial cartoon and sketches. Combining above
work by building the corresponding map between the facial
animation and representation features, we generate expres-
sions for the target face vividly.

1. Introduction

Facial feature animation and its artistic representation
has played an important role in the human’s lives with
increasing requirements in the entertainment industry and
multimedia communication. Recently, the movie Avatar
made a huge success by using the related techniques. It
took us to a spectacular world by exhibiting real actors’
performance onto fanciful characters in the movie. Mean-
while, more and more communication tools in the daily
life, like the MSN and mobile phone, show their potential
applications for the personalized interface. To generate the
artistic facial animation will be welcomed by every user. In
this paper, we firstly animate facial features by transferring
expressions from a source performer’s face to target faces,
and then exhibit the animation results using the artistic rep-
resentation.

The commonly used animation technique in the movie
industry needs animators to repeatedly define facial anima-
tion parameters for every face. In addition, it often requires
complex computing and manual adjusting because of the
correlations among these parameters. Some blendshape
methods [1]-[3] were proposed based on key examples of
the source and target faces. They simplified the animation
process just to estimate and transfer the blending weights.
However, it is also a tedious work to prepare key examples
for every face. In this paper, our animation method directly
transfers and adjusts motion vectors of the source face to
target faces, which can animate the novel target face effec-
tively.

Some impressive works have been developed to pro-
duce facial artistic representations. PicToon [4] utilized
a statistic model with non-parametric sampling to create
cartoon from the given face image. It can generate the fa-
cial sketches and specific animations from templates. The
MSN cartoon [5] was an online application published by
Microsoft. Human’s interactions are required by the sys-
tem to select and adjust the personalized cartoon shape and
accessories. A facial sketch generation method was pro-
posed by Xu et al. [6], which gave a hierarchical facial
representation for rendering facial sketches. In our early
work about a face cartoon producer [7], a cartoon render-
ing method was proposed based on the automatic template
feature fitting and adaptation. In this paper, we extend the
producer to generate artistic animation results by the corre-
sponding map built between the facial animation and rep-
resentation features.

2. System Overview

The system overview is shown in Fig. 1. When input
a target face image with neutral expression, a set of fea-
ture points are extracted by the ASM [8] method. We can
render an artistic representation for this target face by the
artistic face producer. For generating expression animation
sequences, source expressions are transferred to target fa-
cial features firstly, and then the whole animation results
are represented with the same style as the artistic target
face. In the facial expression database, examples are la-
beled off-line on various expressions of different people. In
the artistic face database, rendering templates are drawn by
artists. In the following sections, we describe each function
block in the facial feature animation and representation in
more detail.

3. Expression Transfer for Facial Feature Animation

Human’s faces share a common topological structure
and exhibit a similar movement when making the same ex-
pression. When just one single face is available as the target
input, Blanz et al. [9] gave an effective expression transfer
method by the vector space operations. Their method is
based on the assumption that the 3D displacements of sur-
face points are the same for all individuals, which is just
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Figure 1: The system overview.

suited to very similar faces. We propose a two steps ex-
pression transfer method. Inspired by Blanz’s work [9],
we could firstly acquire a coarse animation result using the
direct motion vector’s transferring. Although that may gen-
erate an unreasonable face, it has mapped the source face’s
movement on the target face roughly. And then we adjust
this coarse animation result according to the personality of
the target face.

3.1. Global Movement Transferring

Facial feature is represented by a set of feature points’
coordinates C = (x1, y1, x2, y2, ..., xN , yN), where N is the
points’ number. We suppose that the first frame in source
expression sequence is always with the neutral expression.
Motion vectors are calculated by the source neutral face
CS N and expressional face CS E , and transferred to the target
facial feature CT N directly as:

CT E = CT N +CS E −CS N . (1)

Without the magnitude and direction adjusting, the trans-
fer result CT E is easily to cause an unreasonable face. To
improve it, we project CT E in the facial space and recon-
struct it by principal component analysis (PCA) model:

C
′

T E = C̄ + Pb, (2)

where, C̄ is the mean shape of training examples and P con-
tains unit eigenvectors of the covariance matrix. b is the
principal component for a given CT E . The reconstructed
C
′

T E is the most similar reasonable face as CT E for the rea-
son of the PCA.

One problem is that the PCA model is learned based on
various faces in the database, which is hard to maintain the
personality especially from a coarse input. Moreover, the
motion vectors of the source face also need to be adapted
for the target face. In the following part, since a glob-
ally reasonable facial structure could be guaranteed by the
PCA, we discuss the local feature adjustment for each fa-
cial component.

3.2. Local Personalized Adjustment

Xiong et al. [10] proposed a facial component model
using neighbor reconstruction method for personalized ex-
pression synthesis. In the facial parameter space, they used
neighbor examples to reconstruct target face, and trans-
ferred reconstruction weights for generating target expres-
sional faces. However, every expression of the source face
should be known in advance by the animator, since they
needed re-preparing corresponding expression’s examples.
Here, we use the neighbor reconstruction as a constraint to
formulate the personalized adjustment as an optimization
problem.

We construct the facial expression database by a set
of example pairs. Every example pair contains one neu-
tral face and one expressional face belonged to the same
person. All facial features are separated into seven local
subsets according to facial components, including left and
right eyes, left and right eyebrows, nose, mouth and face
contour.

Firstly, each feature subset of target face finds the neigh-
bor examples by the k-nearest neighbor algorithm from
neutral faces in the example pairs.

And then, we calculate the reconstruct weights for lo-
cal component based on two principles: one is the recon-
structed similarity with target neutral face; the other is to
match with the current expression. Using the global move-
ment transferring result C

′

T E as the current expressional
face, the optimization function is built as follows:

min
αc

i

(∥C′c
T E −

K∑
i=1
αc

i S c
iE∥2 + λ∥Cc

T N −
K∑

i=1
αc

i S c
iN∥2)

s.t. αc
i ≥ 0 ,

K∑
i=1
αc

i = 1.
(3)

We use c ∈ (1, 2, ..., 7) as the index for seven facial compo-
nents to represent facial feature subset. S c

iN and S c
iE are the

neutral and expressional facial feature subset belonged to
ith example pair in the K neighbors. Parameter λ balances
two terms in Eq. (3).

This is a quadratic problem with linear constraints,
where the objective function is positive semidefinite. We
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use fmincon function in Matlab to solve Eq. (3) and ac-
quire a set of optimized weights α∗ci .

Finally, the fine animation result C∗cT E is acquired by re-
constructing from neighbor expressional examples using
weights α∗ci :

C∗cT E =

K∑
i=1

α∗ci S c
iE . (4)

4. Artistic Facial Representation

Our prior work [7] proposed a face cartoon producer
for automatically rendering cartoon based on extracted fea-
tures from static input face image. This producer can be
easily extended to a multiple styles artistic face producer
by just changing the rendering templates. Liu et al. [11]
presented a three-layer framework for cartoon facial ani-
mation, but did not discuss the animation method for the
sequence generation. In this section, we briefly introduce
the framework of artistic face producer and then give the
details about the animation sequence generation.

4.1. Artistic Face Producer

Given an input face image and extracted feature points,
the process for generating artistic presentation has the fol-
lowing steps.

Template selection: A group of rendering templates are
drawn by artists. All these templates are parameterized
with rendering vector’s information, rendering rules, facial
geometric features, and so on. For the target face, the most
similar template is selected by the facial features’ compar-
ison.

Model adjusting: The selected template is similar to the
target face, but still needs to be adapted for exactly fitting
the target facial feature by the geometric deformation algo-
rithm.

Artistic Rendering: The producer combines the paint-
ing entities with the picked out rendering rules and spatial
arrangements of the template, and outputs feature represen-
tation with artistic style in a vector way.

With above steps, facial features could be artistically
presented correspondingly. Two classes of artistic face ren-
dering results, facial cartoon and sketches, are shown in
Fig. 2.

4.2. Animation Sequence Generation

The rendering style should be consistent to all the frames
in the expression sequence for one target face. Facial fea-
tures in the animation sequence have been acquired in the
section 3. Here, we build the corresponding map between
the facial animation and representation features. Then the
rendering vectors of the artistic target face are warped to
each animation result correspondingly.

Suppose the facial feature in artistic target face is repre-
sented as (ui, vi), and facial feature of an arbitrary frame in

the animation sequence is (xi, yi). To build correspondence
mapping between two set of features, we use thin-plate
splines (TPS) [12] in the following form for 2D points.

fu(x, y) = d1(x, y) +
N∑

i=1
ω1iU(∥(x, y)T − (ui, vi)T ∥)

fv(x, y) = d2(x, y) +
N∑

i=1
ω2iU(∥(x, y)T − (ui, vi)T ∥).

(5)

Here, U(r) = r2 ln r is the kernel function in the TPS, d
represents the affine transformation, and ωi represents the
non-affine deformation. All the coefficients are solved by a
minimized energy function as defined in [12].

The reason for choosing TPS as the mapping function is
its suitability in the facial deformation. There is a smooth-
ness measure term β

∫ ∫
[( ∂

2 f
∂x2 )2 + 2( ∂

2 f
∂x∂y )2 + ( ∂

2 f
∂y2 )2]dxdy in

the minimized energy function for the TPS fitting, which is
in charged by the parameter β. We can control the smooth-
ness of the transformation by different β flexibly. During
people making expressions, rigid transformation dominates
the eyebrow’s motions, so that we choose a bigger β to ani-
mate eyebrow; but for the mouth, a smaller β is used for its
variable shape.

At the end, we repeat the third step in the artistic face
producer to render the entity in each frame for generating
the final animation sequence. Some animation results are
artistically presented in Fig. 3, in which the source expres-
sions are collected from the Cohn-Kanade database [13].

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a facial feature animation and
artistic representation method, which can generate expres-
sion animation results with artistic style. Our method is
suited for the novel input face image. No complex model
parameters need to be adjusted, which saves a lot of man-
ual work for the application. We extended our artistic face
producer by the corresponding map built between the fa-
cial animation and representation features. The animation
results were presented vividly.
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